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Words from Jesus

"My child, you are witnessing a vision of the warning to come."
The sky is dark and it seems as though it is night but my heart tells me it is sometime in the
afternoon. I see the sky opening up and I can hear long, drawn out claps of thunder. When
I look up I see Jesus bleeding on the cross and people are falling to their knees.
Jesus then tells me, "They will see their soul as I see it." I can see the wounds so
clearly on Jesus and Jesus then says, "They will see each wound they have added to
My Most Sacred Heart."
To the left I see the Blessed Mother weeping and then Jesus speaks to me again and
says, “Prepare, prepare now for the time is soon approaching. My child, pray for the
many souls who will perish because of their selfish and sinful ways."
As I look up I see the drops of blood falling from Jesus and hitting the earth. I see millions
of people from nations from all lands. Many seemed confused as they were looking up
toward the sky. Jesus says,
"They are in search of light for it should not be a time of darkness, yet it is the
darkness of sin that covers this earth and the only light will be that of which I come
with for mankind does not realize the awakening that is about to be bestowed upon
him. This will be the greatest purification since the beginning of creation."
I see people crying and some with horrifying screams when they see Jesus bleeding on
the cross. Jesus says, “It is not the sight of My wounds that causes their suffering; it
is the depth of the soul knowing that he has placed them there. It is not the sight of
My wounds bleeding that causes their suffering; it is knowing that man’s rejection of
Me has caused My wounds to bleed.”
“My child, so many will perish for their souls have become so far from Me yet it is I,
Jesus, that will show the great depth of My mercy."
"My child you see that the earth has been trembling for as this hour of purification
of enlightenment draws near, the fury of the lion will be prowling amongst My
people. The temptation will multiply for he seeks his many victims. It will be the
greatest spiritual battle man has ever endured. My child, tell My people that today I
am asking that they take heed to My words for the sign in the east is about to rise.
Tell My people that this is the hour for I am Jesus and all will be done according to
My will."
As I look up I continue to see Jesus bleeding on the cross. I continue to see the Blessed
Mother weeping to the left. The cross is bright white and illuminated in the sky, it looks
suspended. As the sky is opening up I see a bright light come down on the cross and in
this light I see the resurrected Jesus appear in white look up toward heaven raising His
hands, He then looks down at the earth and makes the sign of the cross blessing His
people.
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